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Abstract
We present a unified approach to theta-functional solutions of the stationary axisymmetric Ein-
stein equations in vacuum. Using Fay’s trisecant identity and variational formulas on hyperelliptic
Riemann surfaces, we establish formulas for the metric functions, the Ernst potential and their
derivatives.
1 Introduction
The theory of theta-functional solutions of integrable equations starts in 1974 with the works of
Novikov, Dubrovin, Matveev, Its and Krichever (see [1, 2, 3] and references therein) on periodic and
quasi-periodic solutions to the Korteweg de Vries (KdV) equation. These finite-gap solutions can
be expressed via the Its-Matveev formula [2] in terms of a second derivative of multidimensional
theta-functions of a hyperelliptic algebraic curve. The main technical tool exploited in [1, 2] was the
spectral theory of Sturm-Liouville operators with periodic potential. Later Krichever [3] generalized
the Its-Matveev formula to an integrable generalization of the KdV equation to 2+1 dimensions - the
Kadomtzev-Petviashvili (KP) equation. Analogous formulas in terms of theta-functions were derived
in the framework of the inverse scattering method for other integrable equations as, for example,
Sine-Gordon, Non-linear Schro¨dinger, and Landau-Lifschitz.
On the other hand [4, 5], the finite-gap solutions of integrable systems of KP type may be derived
directly from Fay’s trisecant identity [6]. This identity holds for any set of four points (a, b, c, d) on a
compact Riemann surface L of genus g and any vector z ∈ Cg:
E(c, a)E(d, b)Θ(z +
∫ c
b
)Θ(z+
∫ d
a
) + E(c, b)E(a, d)Θ(z +
∫ c
a
)Θ(z+
∫ d
b
)
= E(c, d)E(a, b)Θ(z)Θ(z +
∫ c
b
+
∫ d
a
) ,
where Θ is the theta-function built from the matrix of b-periods of the surface L; ∫ a
b
is a short notation
for the difference of Abel maps on L between points a and b; E is the prime-form on L (see sect.2.1).
Further development of the method of finite-gap integration of integrable systems in [10] allowed
to solve in terms of theta-functions the Ernst equation
(E + E)(Eζζ + 1
ρ
Eρ + Eρρ) = 2(E2ζ + E2ρ ) (1.1)
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for a complex-valued Ernst potential E depending on two coordinates (ζ, ρ). The Ernst equation is
equivalent to the stationary axially symmetric vacuum Einstein equation; it was embedded in the
framework of the inverse scattering method by Belinski-Zakharov [7] and Maison [8] in 1978. In
particular, certain multisoliton solutions of the Ernst equation (which form a degenerate subclass of
algebro-geometric solutions) give rise to Schwarzschild and Kerr black holes. A class of non-degenerate
theta-functional solutions of (1.1) was recently used in [11, 12] to describe the gravitational field of
rotating dust discs.
The theta-functional solutions of (1.1) can be written in the form [14]
E =
Θpq(
∫
∞+
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
, (1.2)
where the theta-function corresponds to the hyperelliptic spectral curve µ2 = (λ− ξ)(λ− ξ)∏gk=1(λ−
Ek)(λ−Fk), where ξ = ζ+iρ, and where for each k we require that either Ek = Fk or Ek, Fk ∈ R. The
constant (with respect to the physical coordinates) vectors p and q must satisfy the reality condition
Bp + q ∈ Rg. The notations ∞+ and ∞− are used for the infinite points on different sheets of the
curve L, namely, µ/λg+1 → ±1 as λ→∞±, respectively.
We notice the essential difference between the solution (1.2) of the Ernst equation, and, say, the
finite-gap solutions of the KP equation. The spectral curve of the Ernst equation is “dynamical” i.e. it
depends on the space-time coordinates (ξ, ξ), whereas the spectral curve of the KP equation is static,
i.e. it is built from the integrals of motion of the system. The dynamical character of the spectral
curve of the Ernst equation implies, in particular, the asymptotical flatness of the theta-functional
solutions, in contrast to the quasi-periodic nature of previously known theta-functional solutions of
equations of KdV and KP type. The solutions (1.1) thus are defined on a family L(ξ, ξ) of Riemann
surfaces and are in general not periodic or quasi-periodic.
The original derivation of the solutions (1.2) was performed with the use of the zero curvature
representation of the Ernst equation, and the solution of an appropriate Riemann-Hilbert problem.
The explicit formulas for the coefficients of the space-time metric corresponding to solutions (1.2)
required the calculation of the tau-function corresponding to this Riemann-Hilbert problem.
It is the purpose of the present paper to prove the formulas for the Ernst potential (1.2) and
the metric functions, by using only the trisecant Fay identity (2.4) (together with its appropriate
degenerations) and Rauch’s variational formulas [15] which describe the dependence of the holomorphic
differentials on the moduli of the Riemann surface. Therefore we confirm once more the universality
of Fay’s identities in the theory of integrable systems, and show their applicability to non-autonomous
equations of Ernst type.
In section 2 we collect some useful facts from the theory of Riemann surfaces. In section 3 we
prove, using Fay’s identity and Rauch’s formulas, that the function (1.2) satisfies the Ernst equation.
Finally, in section 4 we use the same techniques for formulas for the metric coefficients corresponding
to this solution of the Ernst equation. Section 5 contains a summary and an outlook.
2 Fay’s identities and Rauch’s variational formulas
2.1 Fay’s identities and their degenerations
Consider a compact Riemann surface L of genus g. On this surface we introduce a canonical basis
of cycles (aα, bα), α = 1, . . . , g, the basis of holomorphic differentials normalized by the condition∫
aα
ωβ = δαβ , and the matrix Bαβ =
∫
bα
ωβ of their b-periods. The theta-function with characteristics
corresponding to the curve L is given by
Θpq(z|B) =
∑
m∈Zg
exp{πi〈B(p +m), (p+m)〉+ 2πi〈p+m,q+ z〉}; (2.1)
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here z ∈ Cg is the argument and p,q ∈ Cg are the vectors of characteristics; 〈., .〉 denotes the scalar
product. The theta-function with characteristics is, up to an exponential factor, equal to the theta-
function with zero characteristics (denoted by Θ) and shifted argument:
Θpq(z|B) = Θ(z+Bp+ q) exp {πi〈Bp,p〉 + 2πi〈p, z + q〉} (2.2)
The theta-function satisfies the heat equation:
4πi∂Bαβ{Θpq(z,B)} = ∂zα∂zβΘpq(z,B). (2.3)
The main tool we are going to exploit in this paper is Fay’s trisecant identity for theta functions
and prime forms. The prime form is the (−12 ,−12)-differential on L × L given by
E(a, b) =
Θ⋆(
∫ a
b
)
h∆(a)h∆(b)
,
where h2∆(a) =
∑g
α=1
∂Θ⋆
∂zα
(0)ωα(τa), and where ⋆ ≡ [p⋆q⋆] is an odd non-singular half-integer charac-
teristic (note that the prime form is independent of the choice of the characteristic ⋆). As before,
∫ b
a
denotes the line integral from a to b of the vector ω(τ) = (ω1(τ), . . . , ωg(τ))
T .
Fay’s trisecant identity holds for any four points a, b, c, d ∈ L and any two characteristic vectors
p,q ∈ Cg:
E(c, a)E(d, b)Θpq(z+
∫ c
b
)Θpq(z+
∫ d
a
) + E(c, b)E(a, d)Θpq(z+
∫ c
a
)Θpq(z+
∫ d
b
)
= E(c, d)E(a, b)Θpq(z)Θpq(z+
∫ c
b
+
∫ d
a
). (2.4)
where all integration contours are chosen not to intersect the canonical basic cycles; this requirement
completely fixes all terms of the identity (2.4).
In the sequel we will use the degenerate versions of Fay’s identity. Let us denote by Da the operator
for the directional derivative along the basis of holomorphic differentials, acting on theta-functions:
DaΘpq(z) = 〈∇Θpq(z), ω(a)
dτa
〉 ≡
∑
α
∂zα{Θpq(z)}
ωα(a)
dτa
.
Since the theta-function (2.1) depends only on the sum of vectors z and q, the action of the operator
Da on a theta-function with characteristics can be written alternatively as follows:
DaΘpq(z) =
∑
α
∂qα{Θpq(z)}
ωα(a)
dτa
(2.5)
This form of Da can be easily extended to any object depending on a vector q.
Differentiating (2.4) with respect to the argument d and taking the limit d→ b one obtains
Corollary 1 The following degenerated version of Fay’s identity holds:
Db ln
Θpq(z+
∫ c
a
)
Θpq(z)
= c1(a, b, c) + c2(a, b, c)
Θpq(z+
∫ b
a
)Θpq(z+
∫ c
b
)
Θpq(z)Θpq(z+
∫ c
a
)
, (2.6)
where the functions of three variables c1 and c2 are given by:
c1(a, b, c) =
ωa,c(b)
dτb
, (2.7)
where ωa,c(b) is the differential of the third kind with poles in a, c, and
c2(a, b, c) =
E(a, c)
E(a, b)E(b, c)dτb
. (2.8)
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The derivative of (2.6) with respect to argument c gives in the limit c→ a
Corollary 2 The following twice degenerated version of Fay’s identity holds:
DaDb lnΘpq(z) = d1(a, b) + d2(a, b)
Θpq(z+
∫ a
b
)Θpq(z+
∫ b
a
)
Θ2pq(z)
, (2.9)
where the functions of the two variables d1 and d2 are given by:
d1(a, b) = −W (a, b)
dτadτb
, (2.10)
d2(a, b) =
1
E2(a, b)dτadτb
; (2.11)
W (a, b) = dadb lnE(a, b) is the Bergmann kernel.
2.2 Root functions and Rauch’s variational formulas on hyperelliptic curves
Let us now choose L to be the hyperelliptic algebraic curve with 2g + 2 branch points defined by the
equation
µ2 =
2g+2∏
m=1
(λ− λm) . (2.12)
The following identity for “root functions” holds [6] for any point a ∈ L:
E(a, λm)
√
dτλm
E(a, λn)
√
dτλn
= C
√
λ(a)− λm
λ(a)− λn , (2.13)
where λ(a) denotes the projection of point a onto the Riemann sphere; C is a constant with respect
to λ(a).
Rauch’s variational formulas [15] describe the dependence of the basic normalized holomorphic
differentials ωα and the matrix of b-periods Bαβ on the moduli of the Riemann surface. The moduli
space of hyperelliptic curves can be parameterized by the positions of the branch points, and Rauch’s
formulas read:
dωα
dλm
(a) =
1
2
W (a, λm)
dτλm
ωα(λm)
dτλm
, (2.14)
dBαβ
dλm
= πi
ωα(λm)
dτλm
ωβ(λm)
dτλm
, (2.15)
The formulas (2.14), (2.15), together with the heat equation for theta-functions (2.3), imply the
following dependence of hyperelliptic theta-functions on the branch points:
Lemma 1 The derivative of the hyperelliptic theta-function Θpq(z) with a {λm}-dependent argument
z with respect to a branch point λm is given by
∂λmΘpq(z) =
1
4
DλmDλmΘpq(z) +
∑
α
∂zα{Θpq(z)}
dzα
dλm
(2.16)
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3 Ernst equation and Fay identities
Consider a real hyperelliptic Riemann surface L of genus g given by
µ2 = (λ− ξ)(λ− ξ)
g∏
m=1
(λ− Em)(λ− Fm), (3.1)
where ξ = ζ − iρ; ζ, ρ ∈ R; for each m we require that either Em = Fm or Em, Fm ∈ R. Let us
introduce the canonical basis of cycles on L according to Fig.1: the a-cycles are chosen to encircle
the branch cuts [Em, Fm]; b-cycles all start at the branch cut [ξ, ξ]. In the sequel we shall denote the
point which belongs to the upper sheet of L and has the projection λ on CP1 by λ+; the point which
has the same projection on CP1 but belongs to the lower sheet will be denoted by λ−.
It is convenient to rewrite the Ernst equation (1.1) in terms of the complex coordinates (ξ, ξ) as
follows:
(E + E)
(
Eξξ −
1
2(ξ − ξ) (Eξ − Eξ)
)
= 2EξEξ . (3.2)
This section will be devoted to the proof of the following theorem using Fay’s identities and Rauch’s
formulas:
Theorem 1 Let the branch points Em, Fm of the curve L (3.1) be (ξ, ξ)-independent. Then the
function
E =
Θpq(
∫
∞+
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
, (3.3)
where the theta-function corresponds to the matrix of b-periods of the curve L, and where an arbitrary
(ξ, ξ)-independent non-singular characteristic [p,q] obeys the reality conditions
Bp+ q ∈ Rg ,
satisfies the Ernst equation (3.2) in the region of the ξ-plane, where the vector Bp+q does not belong
to the theta-divisor on the Jacobi manifold of L (i.e. Θpq(0) 6= 0), and, in addition,
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
) 6= 0 .
In accordance with the previous notation,
∫ a
ξ
denotes the line integral of the vector ω = (ω1, . . . , ωg)
T
from ξ to a. The integration paths in the numerator and denominator are supposed to have the same
projection onto CP1; therefore,
∫
∞+
ξ
= − ∫∞−
ξ
.
The proof will consist of a series of auxiliary statements: we shall compute the derivatives of the Ernst
potential with respect to (ξ, ξ) and the action of the cylindrical Laplace operator
∆ ≡ ∂2ρρ +
1
ρ
∂ρ + ∂
2
ζζ ≡ 4
(
∂2
ξξ
− 1
2(ξ − ξ)
(
∂ξ − ∂ξ
))
(3.4)
on the Ernst potential. We note that the real part of the Ernst potential can be written in a compact
form:
Proposition 1 The real part of the Ernst potential is given by the following expression:
E + E = 2Q
Θpq(0)Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
(3.5)
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where the function
Q(ξ, ξ) =
1
2
E(ξ, ξ)E(∞−,∞+)
E(ξ,∞−)E(ξ,∞+) (3.6)
does not depend on p,q. Taking into account that E ≡ 1 if p = q = 0, we get an alternative form of
the function Q in terms of theta-functions with zero characteristics (Θ ≡ Θ00):
Q =
Θ(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θ(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ(0)Θ(
∫ ξ
ξ
)
. (3.7)
Proof. The proof is an immediate corollary of Fay’s identity (2.4) applied to the points (∞+,∞−, ξ, ξ)
if we note the following
Lemma 2 The following relation holds:
E(∞+, ξ)E(∞−, ξ)
E(∞−, ξ)E(∞+, ξ) = −1 . (3.8)
Proof. To prove (3.8) we use formula ([6], p.21) which is valid for arbitrary four points a, b, c, d on L:
ln
E(b, d)E(a, c)
E(a, d)E(b, c)
=
∫ d
c
ωb,a , (3.9)
where ωb,a is normalized (all a-periods vanish) differential of the third kind on L with poles at a and
b and residues −1 and +1, respectively. Assuming a = ξ, b = ξ, c =∞−, d =∞+, we get the integral∫
∞+
∞−
ωξ,ξ along the path encircling the branch point ξ. On the hyperelliptic curve (3.1) with our choice
of canonical cycles (Fig.1) the abelian integral
∫
ωξ,ξ can be computed explicitly to give
1
2 ln
λ−ξ
λ−ξ
+C,
where C is an arbitrary constant (indeed, this expression has the required structure of singularities at
ξ and ξ, and does not suffer any modification with respect to tracing along a-cycles shown in Fig.1; we
remind that the local parameters around ξ and ξ are
√
λ− ξ and
√
λ− ξ, respectively). Therefore,
∫
∞+
∞−
ωξ,ξ =
1
2
ln
λ− ξ
λ− ξ
∣∣∣∞−
∞+
=
1
2
2πi = πi ,
which gives (3.8). ⋄ ⋄
3.1 First derivatives of the Ernst potential
We will first give convenient relations for the first derivatives of the Ernst potential which where
obtained in [13] with the use of the zero-curvature representation of the Ernst equation.
Proposition 2 The first derivatives of the Ernst potential (3.3) are given by the following expressions:
Eξ = c2(∞
−, ξ,∞+)
2
Θpq(0)
Θ2pq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
DξΘpq(0). (3.10)
Eξ =
c2(∞−, ξ,∞+)
2
Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)
Θ2pq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
DξΘpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
), (3.11)
where c2 is the constant (2.8) from the degenerated Fay identity (2.6).
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Proof. Let us first note the following corollary of Rauch’s variational formulas:
d
dξ
∫
∞+
ξ
ωα(τ) ≡ − d
dξ
∫
∞−
ξ
ωα(τ) = −1
4
c1(∞−, ξ,∞+)ωα(ξ)
dτξ
. (3.12)
where c1 is as defined in (2.7). To prove (3.12) we notice that, according to (2.14), the derivative of a
holomorphic differential with respect to a branch point is proportional to the normalized differential
of the second kind (the Bergmann kernel); consequently the integration of this differential gives a
differential of the third kind, according to (2.7), (3.12).
The idea of the proof is to differentiate the Ernst potential with respect to ξ and to use (2.16) and
(3.12) to relate these derivatives to directional derivatives of the theta functions. We get
(ln E)ξ =
1
4
{
DξDξ ln E + (Dξ lnΘpq(
∫
∞+
ξ
))2
−(Dξ lnΘpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
))2 − c1(∞−, ξ,∞+)Dξ ln
(
Θpq(
∫
∞+
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
)}
(3.13)
The resulting expression can be simplified with the help of Fay’s identities. It follows from Fay’s
identity (2.6) with z =
∫
∞−
ξ
, a =∞−, b = ξ, c =∞+ that 1
Dξ ln E = c1(∞−, ξ,∞+) + c2(∞−, ξ,∞+)
Θ2pq(0)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞+
ξ
)
; (3.14)
applying the operator Dξ once more to both sides of this identity, we get
DξDξ ln E = c2(∞−, ξ,∞+)Dξ

 Θ
2
pq(0)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞+
ξ
)

 .
Substituting this expression into (3.13), we arrive at the formula
(ln E)ξ =
1
4
c2(∞−, ξ,∞+)Dξ

 Θ
2
pq(0)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞+
ξ
)


+
1
4
Dξ ln
{
Θpq(
∫
∞+
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
}{
Dξ ln E − c1(∞−, ξ,∞+)
}
.
We use (3.14) again to simplify the last term. The result is
(ln E)ξ =
c2(∞−, ξ,∞+)
2
Θpq(0)DξΘpq(0)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞+
ξ
)
, (3.15)
which is equivalent to (3.10). The expression (3.11) for Eξ can be proved analogously. ⋄
1It is worth noticing at this point that the action of the operator Dξ on the Ernst potential has a priori nothing to
do with the partial derivative of the Ernst potential with respect to ξ: according to the definition (2.5), DξE is just a
directional derivative of E with respect to q in the direction given by the values of the basic holomorphic differentials at
the branch point ξ of the Riemann surface L.
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3.2 Action of the Laplace operator on the Ernst potential
The same techniques can be used to determine the second derivatives of the Ernst potential which
enter the axisymmetric Laplace operator.
Theorem 2 The action of the cylindrical Laplace operator (3.4) on the Ernst potential has the fol-
lowing form:
∆E = −2c2(∞−, ξ,∞+)c2(ξ, ξ,∞+)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ3pq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
DξΘpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)DξΘpq(0) . (3.16)
where the ratio of the prime-forms c2 is defined by (2.8).
To prove (3.16) we need to compute the derivatives with respect to ξ of all three multipliers in
(3.10) with the help of the degenerated versions (2.6) and (2.9) of Fay’s identities. These derivatives
are given by the following three propositions.
Proposition 3 The following identity holds:
4

ln Θpq(0)Θpq(∫∞−ξ )


ξ
= −c22(ξ, ξ,∞−) + c21(ξ, ξ,∞−)
− 2c2(ξ, ξ,∞−)Dξ lnΘpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(0)
. (3.17)
Proof. Using identity (2.16) as before, we can write down the l.h.s. of (3.17) as
DξDξ ln
Θpq(0)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
+Dξ ln
{
Θpq(0)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
}
Dξ ln
Θpq(0)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
−c1(∞−, ξ,∞+)Dξ lnΘpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
).
Using the once degenerated Fay identity (2.6) twice, we transform this expression to
− c2(ξ, ξ,∞−)
Dξ
(
Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
)
Θpq(0)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
(3.18)
+
(−c1(∞−, ξ,∞+)− c1(ξ, ξ,∞−))Dξ lnΘpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)− c1(ξ, ξ,∞−)Dξ lnΘpq(0).
Since it follows directly from the definition (2.7) of the function c1 that
c1(∞−, ξ,∞+) = −2c1(ξ, ξ,∞−) , (3.19)
the last two terms in (3.18) can be combined, which leads to
− c2(ξ, ξ,∞−)
Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(0)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)

2Dξ lnΘpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
) +Dξ ln
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)

 (3.20)
+c1(ξ, ξ,∞−)Dξ ln
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(0)
.
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We can use Fay’s identities to further simplify (3.20). The idea is to eliminate all derivatives of theta
functions except of those with argument
∫ ξ
ξ
. For the second term in the first line we apply (2.6) with
z =
∫ ξ
ξ
, a = ξ, b = ξ, c = ∞−, for the last term we use the same identity with a = ξ, b = ξ, c = ∞−.
Subsequent simplification of the obtained expression leads to (3.17). ⋄
The next proposition gives the ξ-derivative of the second multiplier in (3.10):
Proposition 4 The following relation holds:
2 (Dξ lnΘpq(0))ξ = d2(ξ, ξ)
Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)
Θ2pq(0)
DξΘpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
). (3.21)
Proof. Using (2.16) and (2.14), we get
(Dξ lnΘpq(0))ξ =
1
4
Dξ
(
DξDξ lnΘpq(0) +
(
Dξ lnΘpq(0)
)2)
+
1
2
W (ξ, ξ)
dτξdτξ
Dξ lnΘpq(0).
Applying the twice degenerated Fay identity (2.9) and its Dξ-derivative to the different terms of this
expression, and taking into account that W (ξ,ξ)
dτξdτξ
= −d1(ξ, ξ), we transform this expression to the r.h.s.
of (3.21). ⋄
The subsequent statement provides the expression for the ξ-derivative of the third term in (3.10):
Proposition 5 The following relation holds:
∂ξ ln c2(∞−, ξ,∞+) = −
1
2
(
c21(ξ, ξ,∞−)− c22(ξ, ξ,∞−)
)− 1
2(ξ − ξ) (3.22)
Proof. In the proof we shall need a corollary of formula (2.13):
Lemma 3 The following relation holds:
±1√
ξ − ξ
=
c2(∞−, ξ,∞+)
2Q
= c2(ξ, ξ,∞+) (3.23)
The correct sign in (3.23) depends on the choice of all branches of the square roots in (3.23) and is
unessential for our purposes.
Proof. To prove (3.23) it is sufficient to consider the ratio of two root functions (2.13): one with
λn = ξ, λm = ξ, and a = ∞+ and another with λn = ξ, λm = ξ and a → λm. Then the unknown
function C in (2.13) drops out and we end up with (3.23). ⋄
Relation (3.23) implies
(
ln c2(∞−, ξ,∞+))
)
ξ
= (lnQ)ξ +
1
2(ξ − ξ) .
Now we shall prove that for the function Q(ξ, ξ) given by (3.7)
2 (lnQ)ξ = c
2
2(ξ, ξ,∞−)− c21(ξ, ξ,∞−). (3.24)
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It is convenient to use the representation of Q in terms of theta functions with zero characteristics
(3.7):
(lnQ)ξ =

ln Θ(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ(0)


ξ
+

ln Θ(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ(
∫ ξ
ξ
)


ξ
.
Using the result of proposition 3 with p = q = 0, we see that
ln Θ(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ(0)


ξ
=
1
4
(
c22(ξ, ξ,∞−)− c21(ξ, ξ,∞−)
)
,
since Dξ lnΘ(
∫ ξ
ξ
) vanishes being a directional derivative at zero of an even function. In the same way
one can prove that 
ln Θ(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ(
∫ ξ
ξ
)


ξ
=
1
4
(
c22(ξ, ξ,∞−)− c21(ξ, ξ,∞−)
)
. (3.25)
⋄
Propositions 3, 4 and 5 lead to (3.16) if we take into account the next lemma:
Lemma 4 The following identity holds:
1
ξ − ξ
c2(∞−, ξ,∞+)
c2(∞−, ξ,∞+) + d2(ξ, ξ) = 0. (3.26)
Proof. We rewrite the left hand side in prime forms, using (3.23) for (ξ − ξ). Then
1
ξ − ξ
c2(∞−, ξ,∞+)
c2(∞−, ξ,∞+) =
E(∞+, ξ)
E2(ξ, ξ)E(∞+, ξ)dτξ
E(∞−, ξ)
E(∞−, ξ)dτξ
= − 1
E2(ξ, ξ)dτξdτξ
, (3.27)
here we used that
∫
∞+
ξ
= − ∫∞−
ξ
and
∫
∞+
ξ
= − ∫∞−
ξ
and took into account that the prime form is
proportional to a theta-function with odd characteristic. The minus sign in (3.27) appears due to
lemma 2.
3.3 The Ernst equation
To verify that (3.3) is a solution of the Ernst equation, one has to compare the action (3.16) of the
Laplace operator on the Ernst potential with the expression
8EξEξ
E + E =
c2(∞−, ξ,∞+)c2(∞−, ξ,∞+)
Q
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ3pq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
DξΘpq(0)DξΘpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
) (3.28)
computed from (3.10), (3.11) and (3.5). The coincidence of these terms follows from the definitions of
c2 and Q.
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4 Metric functions for the stationary axisymmetric vacuum
The metric of the stationary axisymmetric vacuum spacetimes can be written in the Weyl–Lewis–
Papapetrou form (see [9])
ds2 = −e2U (dt+Adφ)2 + e−2U
(
e2k(dρ2 + dζ2) + ρ2dφ2
)
(4.1)
where ρ and ζ are Weyl’s canonical coordinates and ∂t and ∂φ are the commuting asymptotically
timelike respectively spacelike Killing vectors.
In this case the vacuum field equations are equivalent to the Ernst equation (1.1) for the complex
potential E . For a given Ernst potential, the metric (4.1) can be constructed as follows: the metric
function e2U is equal to the real part of the Ernst potential, which can be written in the form (3.5).
The functions A and k can be obtained via a line integration from the equations
Aξ = 2ρ
(E − E)ξ
(E + E)2 , (4.2)
and
kξ = (ξ − ξ)
EξEξ
(E + E)2 . (4.3)
Explicit integration of equations (4.2) and (4.3) is rather non-trivial; for the algebro-geometric
solutions (1.2) it was carried out explicitly, exploiting the zero-curvature representation, in the papers
[10, 14, 13]. In the sequel we show how to achieve these results on the sole base of Fay’s identities and
Rauch’s formulas.
4.1 Metric function A
It was shown in [10] with the help of the inverse scattering method that the function A, corresponding
to the Ernst potential (2.12), is related to a logarithmic derivative of theta functions which was
alternatively expressed in [13] via theta functions themselves. One has the following
Proposition 6 Let A0 be a constant with respect to ξ and ξ. Then the metric function Ae
2U for the
Ernst potential (2.12) is given by the expression:
(A−A0)e2U = −ρ

 1
Q
Θpq(0)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
− 1

 . (4.4)
Proof. We have to show that equation (4.2) is satisfied with the function A given by expression (4.4).
It is convenient to introduce the auxiliary function Z := (A−A0)e2U ; then equation (4.2) is obviously
equivalent to the equation
Zξ =
1
E + E
(
(Z + ρ)Eξ + (Z − ρ)Eξ
)
. (4.5)
The first step in the proof is to establish the relation
4

ln Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ(
∫
∞−
ξ
)


ξ
= −3c21(ξ, ξ,∞−) + c22(ξ, ξ,∞−)

4Q Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(0)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
− 1


+2c2(ξ, ξ,∞−)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Dξ lnΘpq(0). (4.6)
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The proof of this statement follows step by the step the proof of proposition 3. Using (2.16), we get
for the l.h.s. of (4.6)
DξDξ ln
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
+Dξ ln
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Dξ ln
(
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θ(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
)
+c1(∞−, ξ,∞+)
(
2Dξ lnΘpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)−Dξ lnΘ(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
)
. (4.7)
With the help of degenerated Fay’s identity (2.6) with a = ξ, b = ξ, c = ∞− and z = ∫∞−
ξ
, its Dξ
derivative and the formula (3.19), we can rewrite the expression (4.7) as follows:
c2(ξ, ξ,∞−)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Dξ ln
(
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(2
∫
∞−
ξ
)
)
−3c1(ξ, ξ,∞−)

c1(ξ, ξ,∞−) + c2(ξ, ξ,∞−)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)

 . (4.8)
The theta derivatives in the first line of (4.8) can be related to derivatives of the theta function with
zero argument via degenerated Fay’s identity (2.6) for a = ξ, b = ξ, c = ∞−, z = 0 and a = ∞+,
b = ξ, c = ∞−, z = 0 respectively (note that ∫∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
=
∫
∞−
∞+
). The resulting expression can be
simplified using (3.23) and Fay’s identity (2.6) with z =
∫
∞−
ξ
, a = ξ, b = ξ, c =∞−, d =∞+,
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(0) + Θpq(2
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
) = 2QΘpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
) , (4.9)
to (4.6).
Furthermore, with the help of relations (3.17) and (3.24), we transform this expression as follows:
ln

Θpq(0)Θpq(∫∞−ξ + ∫∞−ξ )
QΘpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)


ξ
= c22(ξ, ξ,∞−)

Q Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(0)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
− 1


+
c2(ξ, ξ,∞−)
2
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Dξ lnΘpq(0)
−c2(ξ, ξ,∞
−)
2
Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θpq(0)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Dξ lnΘpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
). (4.10)
Taking into account the relation (3.23), this implies the following relation:
Zξ =
c2(ξ, ξ,∞−)ρ
2Q
Θpq(0)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ2pq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Dξ lnΘpq(0)
−c2(ξ, ξ,∞
−)ρ
2Q
Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
+
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Θ2pq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
Dξ lnΘpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
). (4.11)
Whereas the expression for Z − ρ follows directly from (4.4), we can write Z + ρ, using Fay’s identity
(4.9), in the convenient form
Z + ρ =
ρ
Q
Θpq(2
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)
Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)Θpq(
∫
∞−
ξ
)
. (4.12)
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Relation (4.11) turns out to be equivalent to (4.5) if we use equalities (3.23), (3.5), (3.10) and
(3.11). ⋄
4.2 Metric function e2k
The metric function e2k was calculated in [14] as the τ -function of the Schlesinger system associated
to the Ernst equation. Here we shall prove the resulting formula using Fay’s identities.
Theorem 3 The metric function e2k is given by
e2k = K
Θpq(0)Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)
Θ(0)Θ(
∫ ξ
ξ
)
. (4.13)
where K is a constant, and where as before
∫ ξ
ξ
≡ −12(1, . . . , 1).
Proof. We have to show that (4.3) is satisfied with k given by (4.13). Taking into account the relations
(3.10), (3.11), and (3.23), we obtain the following proposition we need to prove:
Proposition 7 The following identity holds:
1
8

DξDξ ln Θpq(0)Θpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
)
Θ(0)Θ(
∫ ξ
ξ
)
+ (Dξ lnΘpq(0))
2 + (Dξ lnΘpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
))2

 (4.14)
=
1
4
Dξ lnΘpq(0)Dξ lnΘpq(
∫ ξ
ξ
).
Proof. As the first step of the proof of identity (4.14) we observe that (4.14) can be rewritten in terms
of the theta-function without characteristics as follows:
DξDξ ln
Θ(V)Θ(
∫ ξ
ξ
+V)
Θ(0)Θ(
∫ ξ
ξ
)
+ (Dξ lnΘ(V))
2 + (Dξ lnΘ(
∫ ξ
ξ
+V))2 (4.15)
= 2Dξ lnΘ(V)Dξ lnΘ(
∫ ξ
ξ
+V),
where V ≡ Bp + q i.e. all exponential terms arising from relation (2.2) between the theta-function
with characteristics and the theta-function with shifted argument drop out; therefore the statement
(4.14) takes the form (4.15).
The idea of the proof of identity (4.15) is the following: we define a function F as the difference
of the left-hand and the right-hand side of (4.15). We show that the derivatives of the function F
with respect to any components pα and any qα of vectors p and q vanish. Then function F must
be a constant with respect to p and q; thus it is sufficient to observe that this function vanishes at
p = q = 0.
Function F depends only on the combination V ≡ Bp + q; therefore, all partial derivatives of F
with respect to each pα are linear combinations of the partial derivatives with respect to qα; thus it is
sufficient to prove that all partial derivatives of F with respect to qα vanish.
In turn, to show that all partial derivatives of F with respect to qα are equal to zero, it is sufficient
to prove that DbF ≡
∑g
α=1
∂F
∂qα
ωα(b)/dτb vanishes for an arbitrary point b ∈ L, taking into account
the following lemma:
Lemma 5 There exists a positive divisor b1 + . . .+ bg of degree g on L such that the vectors
ω(b1)/dτb1 , . . . , ω(bg)/dτbg are linearly independent.
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Proof. Suppose the opposite, i.e. that det{ωα(bβ)} vanishes for any divisor b1 + . . . + bg. Let us
integrate this determinant along a basic cycle aβ with respect to variable bβ for each β. On one hand,
the result should equal 0 according to our assumption. On the other hand, we get the determinant of
the unit matrix, which equals 1. This contradiction proves the lemma. 2 ⋄
Thus for suitably chosen b, the vector ω(b)/dτb will take all values in C
g. If one can show that
DbF = 0 for arbitrary b, this implies that F must be a constant.
Now let us calculate the Db derivative of F (4.15) where b 6= ξ is an otherwise arbitrary point on
L. With the help of Fay’s identity (2.9) we can write down this derivative as follows:
DbF = d2(b, ξ)
Θ(
∫ b
ξ
+V)Θ(
∫ ξ
b
+V)
Θ2(V)
Dξ ln
Θ(
∫ b
ξ
+V)Θ(
∫ ξ
b
+V)
Θ2(
∫ ξ
ξ
+V)
+d2(b, ξ)
Θ(
∫ b
ξ
+V)Θ(
∫ ξ
b
+V)
Θ2(
∫ ξ
ξ
+V)
Dξ ln
Θ(
∫ b
ξ
+V)Θ(
∫ ξ
b
+V)
Θ2(V)
. (4.16)
The degenerated Fay identity (2.6) implies
Dξ ln
{
Θ(
∫ b
ξ
+V)Θ(
∫ ξ
b
+V)
}
(4.17)
= 2Dξ lnΘ(
∫ ξ
ξ
+V) + c2(ξ, ξ, b)
Θ(V)
Θ(
∫ ξ
ξ
+V)

Θ(∫ bξ +V)
Θ(
∫ b
ξ
+V)
− Θ(
∫ ξ
b
+V)
Θ(
∫ ξ
b
+V)

 .
Substituting (4.17), together with the corresponding relation forDξ{Θ(
∫ b
ξ
+V)Θ(
∫ ξ
b
+V)}, into (4.16),
we find that the Db derivative of F is identically zero for all b 6= ξ. Consequently, the difference F
between the r.h.s. and l.h.s of (4.15) must be a constant with respect to the characteristics [p,q].
Considering the case [p,q] = [0, 0] we see that both sides of (4.3) are zero in this case. This completes
the proof. ⋄ ⋄
5 Outlook
In this paper we have presented a unified approach to theta functional solutions to the Ernst equation,
i.e. to the stationary axisymmetric vacuum Einstein equations. Based on Fay’s trisecant identity, its
degenerations and Rauch’s variational formulas for hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces, we proved the
validity for formulas for the Ernst potential. The complete metric and the Ernst potential can be
given explicitly in terms of theta functions. This explicit form free of derivatives of the metric made
it possible in [12] to solve a boundary value problem for a relativistic dust disc in terms of a theta-
functional Ernst potential. The description of the dust discs requires partial degeneration of the curve
L and subsequent ”condensation” of the double points, as was done in [14].
It is an open questions whether the methods outlined in this article can also be of direct use in the
solution of boundary value problems as e.g. in the context of dust discs or black-hole disc systems. It
would be interesting to extend this approach to the Einstein-Maxwell case where the theta-functional
solutions are given on non-hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces (see [10]).
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